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ABSTRACT
Replication is a basic concept of distributed database systems, which has been concentrate studied for a very
long period. Many research and active usage as made data replication a well-understood and usually applied
method for different purposes like increasing scalability, availability, fault tolerance and responsiveness of
distributed systems. But when we implement it for distributed real time system the complication has been
increased more about using replication of real time application data, a synchronization mechanism has to be
incorporated into the distributed real time system in order to assurance a particular consistency model of the
data copies. Particular distributed real time applications differ in several characteristics like, time constraints,
the size of the distributed system and the database the overall update rate of data or the ratio of read and write
accesses, such that a variety of replication concepts has been developed: active or passive replication, with
eager or lazy synchronisation. When implementing a particular distributed application or a distribution concept
for a particular class of applications, there are several specialized replication concepts available to choose
from. And researches must be analyzed for real time application. In addition, consistency of the replicated state
is much more important than responsiveness of the distributed application. In this paper we raise all the
analysis & tackle in Replicated data management for distributed real time system to raise the issues for work
done more for new researchers.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In the available replication approach, all dynamic entities of the virtual environment are replicated at
all participating servers, allowing parallelising their processing. The issue regarding the replication
for distributed real time system is time constraints for Hard, Soft and Firm type transactions. The
available techniques for data replication are analyzed for these transactions. More research works are
carried out in this direction. The processing of the virtual environment state of the corresponding
region is parallelized among participating servers, which is possible in a novel way because each
server has the full application state available due to its replication. The replicated states are
synchronized between the servers in order to have a consistent copy of the application state at all
servers. This parallel processing and synchronisation is integrated into the tick-based processing
scheme of real time interactive applications: Each server in the replication approach runs a
conventional real-time update loop, enriched with additional functionality for inter-server
synchronisation. Instead of parallelizing “horizontally” over the virtual environment as in the
instancing and zoning approach, this replication concept parallelises “vertically” over the entities in
the replicated environment. Thus, one replication at a single server can be imagined as a parallel layer
of the virtual world. A client participating in a session using this replication is connected to one of the
servers. The complete environment state is fully replicated at each server, such that any of them can
in principle support any client regardless of the client’s avatar position in the virtual environment.
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Most performance evaluations assume full replication (e.g., [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]), i.e., all data
objects are replicated to all sites so that each site holds a complete copy of the distributed database.
This is an extreme case of replication and it has been recognized that, for many applications, neither
full nor no replication is the optimal configuration [7], [8], [9]. Some authors argue that full
replication is an acceptable assumption for worst-case considerations [10].
In particular, the four main aspects of distributed real-time processing have to be addressed in detailConsistency- The servers have to synchronise their replicated copies of the virtual environment
following a suitable scheme, which determines a particular consistency model for the distributed
application state. In general, there is a trade-off between the degree of consistency of the replicated
state and the level of responsiveness of the interactive application, because stronger consistency
model implementations introduce a higher coordination overhead which lessens the responsiveness.
As a compromise suitable to satisfy the real-time requirements of the continuous application, this
paper presents a fast and highly responsive synchronisation mechanism which still offers a suitable
degree of consistency. A systematic analysis of different consistency models and synchronization
mechanisms regarding their suitability for the “vertical” replicated parallelization of interactive realtime environments is required.
Responsiveness- Responsiveness denotes the reaction time of the application to inputs by the users to
control their avatars and interact with each other. Especially the controlling in action, sports and
racing games requires a fast feedback denotes the reaction time of the application to inputs by users
to control their avatars and loop of issuing a command and perceiving the results like, for example,
position changes of entities. Depending on the actual application, reaction times may have to be
below 50 to 100ms for optimal performance. The challenge for the replication concept in terms of
responsiveness is two fold:
1. The replication approach has to offer synchronization mechanism between servers which has
minimal waiting times and can be pipelined.
2. The operational multi-server network architecture for running replicated applications has to allow
responsive setups.
Scalability- The replication parallelization approach has been developed with the goal to scale the
density of entities in a virtual environment. In the layered, “vertical” parallelisation concept, this
requires to efficiently distribute the real-time processing among the participating servers and to
minimize synchronization overhead between the replication layers. For this purpose, different types
of virtual world entities are distinguished and a load balanced distribution scheme for the processing
of these entities among the servers is developed. The usage of computation and communication
resources in the replication approach has been analytically analysed. The resulting Game Scalability
Model allows comparing different distribution concepts for interactive applications and provides a
cost and load prediction model for optimising the setup of a replicated session.
Correctness- Ensure correctness in the replication approach is a challenging task due to the
inherently parallel processing of entities in different replication Parallelisation and Scalability of
Entity Processing layers. The work on analyzing the correctness issues in the replication approach
and devising two different mechanisms for ensuring correctness. Furthermore, a correctness control
server has been designed and implemented for the Proxy-Server network to quantify incorrect input
processings in one of the demonstrator games, allow analysing the correctness problems as well as
the implemented solution at runtime.

II.

PROCESSING MODEL AND SCALABILITY CONSIDERATION

The computations of the replicated layers are not independent from each other, but require
synchronising the entities each time a new state is computed, i.e., each tick. As a general nonfunctional requirement of distributed virtual environments, the application clients have to
immediately and frequently display the changes of other entities, like for example another avatar
walking around. It would be not acceptable and not considered a real-time application anymore if the
other entities were only updated once in a while, resulting in unresponsive movements and
interactions. As a result, the processing model and synchronisation mechanism introduced in detail in
the following has to introduce as little extra computation and communication time as possible in
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order to enable fast responses for user inputs and the general virtual environment processing. The
worst case for the computations in a single update loop occurs when every entity has to be processed.
In contrast to the fixed available computation time of a single-server setup, the replication approach
allows to add several servers to a single session. Let us assume that the n entities are equally
distributed on l servers hosted on server machines of the same processing power. As the result, each
server has to process only n/ l entities in each update loop. However, each server has to synchronise
the entities processed at other servers: let tsync be the required time for updating the local replicated
state of a remotely processed entity. Using these coefficients, the processing time for a single overall
state update at a server in the parallel replication approach can be estimated asTreplicationserver = n/l.tproc+(n-n/l).tsync
constitutes a perfectly parallelizable part of the computation of the new state. The total number of
entities n can be increased without increasing the processing time at each server by adding additional
replication servers, thus increasing l in the equation. However, besides the perfectly parallelized
processing of entities, each server has to synchronise all entities maintained at the other servers
requiring a computation time of (n - n / l ) tsync. This synchronization overhead grows with the total
number of entities n, such that the parallelisation is not embarrassingly, but, depending on the
particular synchronization mechanism implemented, may require notable computation time for the
synchronisation.

III.

REPLICATED STATE SYNCHRONIZATION AND
CONSISTENCY

Data replication is a fundamental concept of distributed systems, which has been intensively studied
for a long time. Various research and active usage has made data replication a well-understood and
commonly applied technique for different purposes like increasing scalability, availability, fault
tolerance and responsiveness of distributed systems [11]. When using replication of application data,
a synchronisation mechanism has to be incorporated into the distributed system in order to guarantee
a particular consistency model of the data copies. Particular distributed applications differ in several
characteristics like, for example, the size of the distributed system and the database, the overall
update rate of data or the ratio of read and write accesses, such that a variety of replication concepts
has been developed: for example, active or passive replication, with eager or lazy synchronisation.
Each of them behaves differently regarding characteristics like scalability, fault-tolerance or
responsiveness. When implementing a particular distributed application or a distribution concept for
a particular class of applications, there are several specialized replication concepts available to
choose from. An overview of the different available replication concepts can be found in [12] or [13].
Most of the replication concepts known in the field of distributed computing target discrete,
transaction-oriented applications. Such applications, like distributed databases or information
management systems, change their state only upon explicit input. Furthermore, consistency of the
replicated state is much more important than responsiveness of the distributed application. For
example, in the case of bank account operations, the distributed replications of an updated account
object have to be synchronised before any other operation may take place, regardless of the time
required. Responsiveness is of much more importance in continuous applications [14] which require
adjusted or completely novel synchronisation mechanisms for ensuring consistency of the replicated
application state [15]. However, there are no off-the-shelf responsive synchronisation mechanisms
which can be used in the replication approach. It a challenge to evaluate existing synchronization
mechanisms developed for discrete applications regarding their suitability to ensure an adequate level
of consistency in the replication approach. Foreclosing the result of the analysis of existing
synchronisation mechanisms in the following sections, a lazy, primary copy synchronisation
mechanism ensuring eventual consistency of the replicated application state has been chosen to be
used in the replication approach. This mechanism fits the particular needs of the fast-paced and
highly responsive virtual environment applications like action games which are aimed at with the
replication concept. In the following, the different available alternatives for synchronizing replicated
objects are discussed and the chosen mechanism is justified and motivated.
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IV.

ANALYSIS OF EXISTING REPLICATION AND
SYNCHRONISATION MECHANISM

In support of developing an appropriate synchronisation mechanism for the replication approach, the
following sections systematically analyse existing synchronization mechanisms for different
replication concepts for discrete, transaction based applications. Since the main goal of using
replication in interactive applications is to increase scalability, the entity synchronisation discussion
focuses on minimising the processing time tsync for scalability reasons. The analysis of
synchronisation mechanisms presented below follows the general classification scheme found in the
research of replication concepts [12, 13]. The two main classification criteria of replication concepts
are• The Update propagation scheme defining how objects copies are being updated, and
• The Update location scheme determining where, i.e., at which servers, updates for what objects can
be initialized.
Eager vs. Lazy Replication
In the following, two main update propagation concepts of eager replication and lazy replication are
generally presented and, in particular, discussed regarding their suitability for being used in the novel
entity replication approach for interactive virtual environments presented in this paper. Both update
propagation concepts are introduced by discussing how the replication servers handle a general
request send by an application client to a particular server and how they update the replicated
application state accordingly. When adopting such a propagation concept in a virtual environment
application, the client requests would be interactive inputs like moving avatars and interacting with
other users, which require fast responses for providing a fluent and immediately reacting real-time
application.
Eager Replication- The concept of eager replication updates all replicated copies of the particular
object being changed as part of the original processing of the received client request. An update
operation, therefore, is executed on all distributed copies of a particular object before a notification is
returned to the client. This synchronisation scheme requires using nested transactions with a
distributed commit protocol like the two-phase commit [16] or a reliable atomic multicast [17] for
ensuring atomicity of the distributed update. The servers maintaining the copies have to communicate
in several steps before the operation can be performed and the response can be send to the client.
Following the general processing scheme of eager replication presented in [12], the different stages of
synchronising replicated objects eagerly. As the main property of eager replication, that a client
initiating an update does not receive any response until all the processing steps of executing and
coordinating the object update are performed by the servers. Therefore, although a high degree of
consistency can be ensured due to the atomicity of the distributed replication updates, the eager
synchronization scheme introduces a substantial responsiveness overhead due to the communication
required between servers.
Lazy Replication- Lazy replication does not immediately update all distributed replications, but only
changes the state of the local copy at the replication server receiving the original request before
sending the response to the client. The propagation of the new state of the object to the other copies is
done eventually some time later. The lazy replication provides a fast response to the client, because
the server receiving the original request already sends a notification response after the local update
execution. However, this approach requires an additional coordination mechanism for ensuring
consistency of the replication application state. Without such an subsequent mechanism, replicated
object copies would diverge because each server changes objects’ state independently of each other
when executing the original client request. Possible mechanisms for preventing state divergence
include ordering the updates by using Lamport timestamps [18] or a primary copy mechanism where
a single server coordinates the updates for a particular object. Anyway, this agreement coordination
for the distributed execution of an object update is performed after the client already received the
notification response. Thus, lazy replication provides high responsiveness because the distributed
inter-server communication is done after the actual request execution.
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V.

CHALLENGES IN REPLICATED DATABASES

In support of the replication approach for interactive environments presented in this paper, the
primary copy approach has been chosen as its main update location scheme. In fact, the general
disadvantage that the primary copy mechanism requires to forward actions affecting remote objects to
another server does only apply to a subset of the possible user inputs. Most of the user inputs
received by a particular server affect only the users’ own entities. These entities are maintained by
the same server according to the parallelisation concept and, therefore, are primary copies which can
immediately be updated. By using the primary copy scheme, the replication approach takes advantage
of the fact that most of the objects in virtual worlds are “owned” by a particular user who is the main
source of state change actions like moving around and executing user commands. However, while a
lot of the typical user actions only affect objects directly controlled by the user, there are situations
where objects maintained as primary copies at other servers are affected.

VI.

CONCLUSION

The scheme discussed here for distributed real time systems are analyzed more and more to conclude
the problems and the results. More research work is required for implementing in time constraints for
real time systems to execute the available technique for data replication in distributed system. Using a
lazy primary copy synchronisation scheme concept results in data convergence of the distributed
application state following the eventual consistency model due to the laziness of the replica
synchronisation, there is no a priori assertion possible about when all copies will be finally updated.
In contrast to a synchronous eager replication where the client can be sure that all replications are
synchronised when the response arrives, the chosen asynchronous lazy scheme only guarantees that
the updates happen at some point in time, thus eventually, after the client received the response. Due
to the chosen primary copy update location mechanism, concurrent write access conflicts are
prevented; the changes to particular objects are serialized by the single process maintaining the
primary copy.
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